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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to find the language attitude among Tamil Language teachers. It explored the stereotyped impressions of Tamil language teachers towards Tamil language, which includes language learning, language choice and usage. The study was conducted on 42 Tamil language teachers around Kuala Lumpur and Tanjung Malim. The study incorporated mixed method. Paulston’s theory was used to explain the reason for the attitudes. Results of the study showed sharp decline in the use of the Tamil language among the Kuala Lumpur teachers. Tanjung Malim teachers showed a little interest towards language maintenance. Demographical and social factors were identified to be the reason for the attitude. Overall finding showed that Tamil language teachers are experiencing language shift by adapting to English and Malay language.
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1. Introduction
Tamils who are the minority group (Gill, 2013) pay less attention to the regular use of Tamil language and show great interest in developing another language. They seem to be comfortable communicating in a language that is way too different from their root. The same situation can be seen among the educators.

Educators have a strong pertaining in developing a language. It is language that reflects the root of the identity of someone. However, it was observed that Tamil language teachers are not giving much attention to the maintenance of the Tamil language. Such attitude can cause gradual shift of Tamil language. Therefore the main purpose of this study is to analyze the reason for their language attitudes.

The core purpose of this study is to find the attitude of Tamil language teachers on their language preference.

The language attitude among Tamil language teachers is little known as there is less research focused on them. The present research aims to contribute to the filling of this knowledge gap. The research will help to identify the probable reasons for the language attitude of Tamil language teachers. It also helps to raise awareness on the state of their mother language. If language attitude revealed gradual shift, it can act as a wake-up call and enable them to take initiatives to maintain language.

Main question of this research is what the reasons for the language attitude of Tamil language teachers from Kuala Lumpur and Tanjung Malim are.

2. Literature review
Coming closer to the ethnic subgroup of Tamils, there have been researches on language shift and maintenance conducted among Malaysian Tamils such as Schiffman (1995), and David and Naji (2000). Schiffman (1995) found that less educated Malaysian Tamils maintain their mother tongue while well educated people prefer to use English language. He also stated that Muslim Tamils are exception in this case as they tend to embrace Malay language. So, hereby we can sum up that education and inter-marriage acts as factors in determining choice of language. Schiffman (1995) has also concluded that Tamil is seen as a language with no economic value for Malaysian. The findings revealed the status of Tamil language in Malaysia. David and Naji (2000) on the other hand, studied the use of the mother tongue among Tamil undergraduates at a university and their families. A 25-item questionnaire was presented to 90 undergraduates and their families to determine the future of their mother tongue and to compare language choice and use between the older and younger respondents. Findings revealed that oldest age group uses Tamil language primarily, middle age group uses English and the younger generation speaks using the mixture of English, Tamil and Malay. They also add on that these
undergraduates look English and Malay as a language that empowers them. Based on these two researches, it can be concluded that educators and younger generations tend to shift away from Tamil language.

3. Methods

3.1. Participants

For this research 42 key informants from 6 different schools located in Kuala Lumpur and Tanjung Malim were used. All the informants were language teachers teaching Tamil subjects for primary school students.

3.2. Material

Questionnaire and informal interview were used to collect the data to find the attitudes and perception of the Tamil language teachers.

1. Malay /English language is very necessary for survival in contemporary global community.
2. Do you think Malay or English proficiency ensures better economic security?
3. Can students develop a better understanding of modern scientific concepts in than Tamil language?
4. When you see a person speaking Malay or English, do you think that he or she is a learned, civilized and well-mannered person?
5. What, according to you, are the reasons of this shifting from Tamil language to Malay/ English language?

Based on the answer given, participant’s attitudes and perceptions towards the Tamil language were identified.

4. Data collection analysis

This study explored the stereotyped impressions of Tamils towards Tamil language, which includes language learning, language choice and usage. Analysis on the attitude of the teachers in language learning revealed some information. The information was categorized into two aspects namely i) language acquisition and ii) language preference

4.1. Language acquisition

As a Malaysian and Tamil language teacher all the participants know the three main languages namely Tamil, Malay and English. Tamil being the mother tongue for most of the participants, Malay being the national language and English being the lingua franca emphasize the need of knowing these languages. But what differs here is the level of communicative language ability of each language known by the participants.

All the teachers from Tanjung Malim selected Tamil language as the first option for language learnt first followed by the other languages (Table 1). This shows the high level of communicative ability and confidence they have in Tamil language. Whereas, majority of the teachers from Kuala Lumpur preferred English and Malay as the languages learnt first. This clearly shows that teacher from urban area are exposed more to English and Malay language speaking environment.

Analysis on the language learnt to read and write is also done. In the context of this research, the orders of preference in writing the language learnt first determine the language preference given by the respondents. All the teachers from Tanjung Malim and 15 teachers from Kuala Lumpur stated Tamil in the first place whereas, six teachers from Kuala Lumpur wrote other languages (Malay and English) in the first place. This shows that several teachers made other languages as their preference. Entertainment preference was also analyzed to the language acquisition of the participants.

4.1.1. Entertainment

Teachers from Kuala Lumpur show a great interest in having diverse language for entertainment purpose compared to teachers from Tanjung Malim. Tanjung Malim and Kuala Lumpur teachers claim that non-Tamil programs are quite exciting and help to improve their language vocabulary skills.

4.1.2. Reading materials

Majority of the teachers from Tanjung Malim read Tamil materials more on daily basis. The number of teachers reading non Tamil reading material is seems to be equal. Whereas teachers from Kuala Lumpur prefer to read more English reading materials compared to Tamil and Malay on daily basis. This clearly tells us that Kuala Lumpur teachers show a keen interest in reading non Tamil material every day.

4.2. Language preference

The findings on language preference were placed into three categories namely category a) Language proficiency level, b) Language usage and c) Language of Communication.

4.2.1. Language proficiency level

Tanjung Malim teachers have greater comprehension in Tamil language. Kuala Lumpur teachers have a strong understanding of English and Malay languages compared to Tamil language. Tanjung Malim teachers have excellent Tamil speaking skill compared to Kuala Lumpur teachers. Likewise Kuala Lumpur teachers excel in English speaking skill the most. Teachers from Tanjung
Malim excel in Tamil writing skill compared to other two languages. Kuala Lumpur teachers have excellent multilingual skill compared to Tanjung Malim teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Learnt First</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tanjung Malim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other language (Telugu, Malayalam, Malay, English)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.2. Language use

Tanjung Malim teachers always use Tamil language during school hours at maximum level. The frequency of the usage of other languages varies. Teachers from Kuala Lumpur also use Tamil language frequently at school. But a few teachers compliment the usage of English and Malay language. Teachers also need to communicate in Malay language since they have Malay staffs working in school administration.

### 4.2.3. Language of communication

Kuala Lumpur teachers are showing more inclination towards language shift as they prefer other languages with their children. This will certainly affect the following generation. This is because the attitude of minority group parents towards their heritage language will determine how effectively they transmit that language to their children. Teachers from Kuala Lumpur are more interested in learning and adapting Malay and English language, they have a positive attitude towards the multilingualism as they believe it will help them to attain their requirements to live in the multiracial society.

### 5. Findings and discussion

The underlying factors that have been identified were categorized into two main groups namely demography and social.

#### 5.1. Demographical factors

The demographical factors that played important part in the language shift were a) age and b) gender. Middle age groups ranging from 25-44 are becoming dominant to the language shift since they showed more interest in learning and applying other languages. They are seemed to be exposed more to the multilingual environment. Gender also plays as one of the demographical factor that affects language shift. In the case of gender, it has been established that women tend to use fewer stigmatized forms than men, and in formal speech they are more sensitive to prestige language than men (Coates, 1998). This research also supports the statement above by indicating that females prefer of complimenting Malay and English language in their daily conversation compared to male respondents.

It was the female respondents who stated in interview that they want to communicate in a prestigious language and English does play its role well in that aspect. A respondent explained that “English has a lot to offer as it is a universal language. We gain respect in public when communicate in English. People look up to us” and there was another respondent who commented “that Tamil is not a high-class language: so, people opt for English instead”. All the male teachers inclined more towards Tamil language. So, as a conclusion we can say that females are exposed more to language shift as they hold a dominant position in determining home language. This follows Paulston’s theory which claims that language shift often begins with women (if access and opportunities to the dominant language are present). This is observable in their choice of code, in their choice of marriage partner and consequently in their choice of language to raise their children in (Van Aswegen, 2008).

#### 5.2. Social factors

Motivation, easy communication, economic value, ethnic nationalism, social identity motivation, and the feel of pride were identified as social factors that contribute to the language attitude that one has for Tamil language and other languages.

##### 5.2.1. Motivation

A number of teachers from Tanjung Malim showed a great interest of maintaining Tamil language but most of the teachers prefer other languages to be their home language. This was extensively seen among the teachers from Kuala Lumpur. A respondent answered that “Speaking English in public is prestigious. It shows the multilingual skill we possess”. Most of them answered that it is better to have multilingual skills to set a standard among the public. Besides knowing mother tongue they state it is important to be able to converse in Malay which is the national language and English which is the lingua franca. This is shown in of the respond of an informant stating that “Malay language is important. It helps us economically”. This shows that the respondents have their own attitude towards the language they are speaking.

As regards to attitude towards the English language, all the respondents reported a positive attitude towards English. When asked whether they will place English as their home language 4 of them answered that it is better to have multilingual skills to set a standard among the public. Besides knowing mother tongue they state it is important to be able to converse in Malay which is the national language and English which is the lingua franca. This is shown in of the respond of an informant stating that “Malay language is important. It helps us economically”. This shows that the respondents have their own attitude towards the language they are speaking.

While most of the respondents in the questionnaire reported positive attitudes towards
the Tamil language, the majority of them ‘do not feel it is necessary’ to learn Tamil as its already known mother tongue. They even state that it is a waste of time to learn a language which is already known. One respondent claimed that “Tamil has given a way for English language in the economic world. So it is not necessary for us to hold tight to it. It is time for us to have a broader view and accept to indulge ourselves in the world of lingua franca”.

Such a mixed set of views towards the mother tongue indicates an ongoing conflict between their linguistic identity and utility of the language, as an enabling factor, to survive in the multilingual world. The other three teachers stated that they use Tamil language more at home since it is closely linked to their linguistic identity. They stated that “As a Tamil it is important to know our mother tongue Tamil language”. These teachers are from Tanjung Malim. Based on this, we can conclude that teachers from Kuala Lumpur shows more positive attitude towards the multilingualism environment.

Respondents from Kuala Lumpur answered that they are proud of their multilingual skills. They add that it put a high standard and perception of others on themselves. This proves the statement by Bradac (1990) who claimed “persons have attitudes toward language which are especially salient and influential in initial interactions (p. 387)”. This means that various linguistic features trigger in message recipients beliefs (‘Her way of talking leads me to think she is a professor’) and evaluations (‘She is intelligent’) regarding message senders. The message sender refers to those who communicate in English and Malay. The message recipients refer to the society. So, it is clear that those with multilingual competence have prestigious position among the society.

They also said that multilingual skill increases their self-confidence and self-enthusiasms. Even though it can be viewed from positive side, but the perception they have on Tamil language was detrimental. One respondent said that “If you only focus on Tamil and ignore other languages, you are putting yourself at risk and depriving yourself of opportunities”. They felt Tamil language has no economic value. Such a negative attitude is definitely detrimental to the language maintenance efforts and leads to quick erosion of language ability and the consequent shift.

Communication, economy, social identity and language power were identified as the motivation which stimulates the respondent’s attitude towards the language shift.

5.2.2. Eases communication

When questioned further about the preference of using Malay and English language the respondents stated that it eases their communication. The neighborhood they are living which consists of multi-racial environment is one of the reasons for them to state so. This strongly supports the research of Karan (2011) whom states that individuals learn and use languages which they believe would best facilitate communication.

These finding strongly supports the theory on the community and the origin of the contact situation by Paulston. According to this theory, the course and speed of the language shift process is greatly influenced by the cause of the contact situation. Teachers from Kuala Lumpur are in frequent contact with a multi-racial community settled in various sections of town. So the communication and the language here will vary. Teachers have the need to communicate in English and Malay to have contact the people surrounding them. So, this in turn will increase the tendency to shift away from their mother tongue since contact situation requires them to do so. Finally it results in language shift.

5.2.3. Economic value

In this research a few respondents stated that Tamil language has no economic value. A respondent answered that “English and Malay is important in order to secure, sustain and improve our jobs, trades and networks that bring in profits”. Other respondents also agreed by saying that they prefer to shift towards Malay and English language due to its economic value.

This economic motivation is evidenced in Malaysian language shift studies such as those on the shift to English by Hindu and Christian Malayalees (Nambiar, 2011), Tamil Iyers (Sankar, 2004), and Tamils (David and Naji, 2000). These studies have also been noted to use English in order to obtain jobs in the private sector (Leo and Abdullah, 2013). Schiffman (1995) also shows that the Tamils in Singapore and Malaysia are shifting from the Tamil language, which is seen as being of low economic value, to English as it is more economically viable.

5.2.4. Ethnic nationalism

Some respondents feel that becoming a part of Malay speaking community will increase their chance of receiving facilities provided by the government. They feel that whenever communicate fluently in Malay it helps to create a good perception on them from the officers of Malay community. They also stated that the movement of 1Malaysia which is intended to bring all the races under one community can also be achieved since Malay language belongs to Malaysians of all races and not just the Malays. This would help inculcate a sense of belonging for all citizens irrespective of race.

This ethnic nationalism which drives them to learn and use other languages frequently has an undeniable intention that is to experience the social and economic facilities given. Paulston (1994) states that national movements must have a well-developed middle class. The driving force for ethnic nationalism will come from the middle class, whose privileges and power depend on the economic well-being of the nation. So in order to attain a place in
society, they tend to perceive and apply languages that are economically strong.

5.2.5. Social identity motivation

3 respondents whose mother tongue is Telugu and Malayalam stated that they prefer to maintain their mother tongue. This means they have the mindset of complimenting the usage of their mother tongue more compared to Tamil language. One respondent stated that “We Malayalees prefer to use our mother tongue more with our family and relatives”. This shows their preference to be identified as Malayalee and Telugu rather than Tamilian. This is known as social identity motivation. Social identity motivations relate to whether people want or do not want to be identified with a certain individual or group. They might also try to show solidarity with a group by adapting its language. Social identity motivations have played a key role in motivating them to use other languages more. Tamil language is only kept for educating purpose. Other than that, they are fond of multilingual environment. They speak Malay and English with their surroundings.

5.2.6. Pride

Lastly, majority of respondents feel that speaking other languages in public set a standard status on them. One respondent mentioned that “conversing in English opens the door of opportunities for social upgrade. It helps to develop the interaction with people in higher position”. This follows the statement that people shift towards languages which they identify as having high prestige and thus they must use that language to gain power or prestige (Mafela, 2009). In the context of this research, respondents feel that being able to communicate in English and Malay make them to look more educated. The answer given by the respondents supports the research of Jameelah and Mohideen (2012) whom found that “The present generation, which is educated, feels that Tamil is of little importance and prefers to use Malay and English.” Through this research most of the respondents think Tamil is not a high-class language and therefore opt for English instead.

5.3. Attitude of language maintenance

There are some teachers from Tanjung Malim who showed language maintenance more compared to Kuala Lumpur teachers. Reason for this language maintenance according to Paulston is the deliberate choice of language loyalty. Minority groups may see their language as a social resource or as a symbol in their fight for independence or whatever goal they are striving for. Thus, language loyalty is often an important aspect of nationalism that may have its own political status or the safeguarding of the social and cultural institutions of a group as its goal (Paulston, 1994).

A recent urge to send children to Tamil school and practice talking Tamil language more at home and public are the initiatives taken by these teachers to maintain Tamil language. This reflects the loyalty. Even some are seen to be loyal just to create a standard perception from the community they live. When one is intended to have all his needs fulfilled, and gain respect from the community and being protected within the community itself while leading a prestigious life he is said to be superior over his identity by emphasizing the importance of mother tongue. This is one of the important results which were obtained from this research through detailed observation.

6. Conclusion

In a nutshell, motivation to learn other language is found to be the primary reason for language shift to take place among the Tamil language teachers. Motivation to learn another language varies from person to person. Personal interests and understanding another culture are why most respondents desire to learn another language. In other words, people learn another language for personal reasons and purposes. The motivation is reflected in their attitude. This is what been observed in this research. Everybody has their own need and attitude towards the multilingualism environment. It was seem to favor them in many conditions.
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